
From the Director

At the time of writing this I am

traveling in the USA, although

by the time this issue is sent out

I should be home. So I hope

members will understand if my

comments this month amount to

little more than a ‘postcard from

America’.

First of all, I must thank

Peter Grego for not only

producing the May Circular, but

also arranging its distribution in

my absence. I am sure we all

appreciate the amount of time

and effort that Peter puts into

compiling such a substantial

and informative publication

each month. One of the ways in

which we can repay him is to

ensure that we keep up a steady

supply of varied contributions.

These could include not only

observational results (visual and

CCD), but also more general

pieces such as Ray Emery’s

practical guide to capturing

lunar colour in the May issue.

Also, as I mentioned in a

previous Circular, the overall

health of the Section would

benefit if more observers were to submit the results of their work – both drawings and images. We may not

be able to publish everything, but all contributions are archived and become part of the Section’s ongoing

observational record, a record going back to Elger’s time.

The Lunar Section meeting, held in April as part of the BAA Winchester Weekend, was a great success.

The three speakers – Tony Cook (TLPs), Dave Rothery (the Moon and Mercury) and Bruce Kingsley (lunar

imaging) – drew an enthusiastic response from a large audience and did much to raise the profile of the

Section. I am very grateful to them for their contributions. We shall move on from the success of Winchester

by looking to hold further meetings in other parts of the country. We have an invitation from Manchester

Astronomical Society, and I shall follow this up when I return to the UK.

Meanwhile, apologies again for this month’s brief contribution!

Bill Leatherbarrow

Director, BAA Lunar Section

The British Astronomical Association

LunarLunar SectionSection
CirCircularcular
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Director: Bill Leatherbarrow Editor: Peter Grego

The waxing gibbous Moon, imaged on 2011 May 12 by Jamie Cooper

with a Canon EOS 550D at the prime focus of a 102mm APO.
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Topographical notes                                   compiled by Peter Grego

Visual studies and observations

We’ve approaching the usual summertime lull in lunar observations. Since June’s LSC lunar observations

have been received from Steve Bush (SPA member, East Grinstead, UK), Marie Cook (Norwich, UK) and

Phil Morgan (Tenbury Wells, UK).

Lensing the Fresnel                                                                                                                 Phil Morgan

This interesting system of three roughly parallel rilles, known collectively as the Rimae Fresnel are situated

just to the west of the Prom. Fresnel at the northern terminus of the Apennine range, and seems to have been

largely overlooked by most amateur lunar observers in the past. The most intriguing of the trio is the Rima

Fresnel I, which is located closest to the Prom. Fresnel. This rille is the easiest to observe being the widest

and deepest. But at its mid-point it opens up into a large rectangular lava flooded lagoon, with the north-

western bank of the rille left standing on its own and looking like a mini Straight Wall, with the scarp face

appearing very bright in the early morning light at this colongitude. Further to the north-west the Rimae II

and III are fainter and appear to link up to the south, as they approach the Palus Putredinis. The Rima Hadley

also appears to join the pair at this point, though finding a definite link is somewhat difficult due to the lava

flooding. Both Goodacre and Wilkins show the wider Rima Fresnel I continuing strongly northwards along

the western shore of the Mare Imbrium towards the Montes Caucasus, but I have always found this lava

buried section of the rille difficult to find, except under the most glancing of illumination.

On 2011 May 4 I was fortunate enough to have this observation appear on Chuck Woods ‘Lunar Photo of

the Day’. Under the discussion forum John Moore posted some detailed images that confirm that the Rima II

and III do indeed link up with the Hadley Rille to the south in the Palus Putredinis. On the following day’s

LPOD Chuck Wood showed a

very fine image of the region taken

by George Tarsoudis. This showed

the faint continuation of the Rima

Fresnel I northwards down

towards the Caucasus, but it also

appeared to show a possible, but

very faint extension between the

Rima I and the Rima Bradley to

the north, and cutting across the

Palus Putredinis. This link seems a

possibility because both these

rilles look the same width and age,

and have a good alignment.

Finding any such definite

connection between them is

difficult though, because of the

later down faulting and lava

flooding of the region. 

It would seem then that there

are opportunities here for both the

lunar imager and visual observer

to try and capture the region under

a very low Sun angle, when any

small surface irregularities are

brought to prominence, and to try

and confirm any such faint

continuation between these two

rilles. Also to confirm that

northern extension of the Rima
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Join us at our

Yahoo! Group—

Lunar Topographic

Studies

If you’d like to see more BAA Lunar Section members’

observations, along with some featured in this (and previous) Lunar

Section Circulars, you’re welcome to join our Yahoo! Group at: 

http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/baalunarsection-topography/

Marie Cook sends in this

observation of the ‘Werner X’. She

writes: ‘Having read the latest LSC,

Vol. 48. No. 5 May 2011 with the

article by Phil Morgan on Lunar Xs,

I thought I would send you my very

rough sketch that I made of it on

2006 November 27. Obviously not

in the topographic style of Phil's

sketch as I was doing a routine TLP

report at the time.’
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Lunar images
Since May’s Lunar Section Circular, a superb selection of lunar images have been received from Mike

Brown, Maurice Collins, Jamie Cooper, David Finnigan, Richard Hill, Alex Pratt and and Dave Tyler (note:

not all of these contributors are BAA members). As usual, a lack of space prevents displaying the majority of

these lunar CCD images here, but a number of representative examples have been included in this LSC.

Note: If you are submitting images or observational drawings to the BAA Lunar Section Circular, in

addition to emailing them to the editor, please also cc your contributions to the Director, Bill Leatherbarrow,

who is maintaining an archive of material. It would greatly help in cataloguing and archiving this material to

include in each image file name the most relevant details of your image/observation, including date, time(s),

feature, instrument(s) and magnification, filter used (if any), and observer’s name.

Alex Pratt took these

images of Mare

Tranquillitatis (top) and

Mare Serenitatis (below)

on 2011 April 12, and

afterwards processed the

images using

supersaturation to bring

out the subtle tones and

colours. He writes: 

‘I have compared them

with Maurice Collins'

Kaguya LALT colour

topography processed

image, kindly forwarded

to me by Bill. Many of

the LALT features in

Serenitatis are clearly

visible, e.g. the ‘coastal

shallows’ and the shelf

adjoining Tranquillitatis,

where there are obvious

changes in colour of the

mare. Comparing LALT

features in Tranquillitatis

is nowhere near as easy.

The mottled appearance

in the webcam images

most probably indicates

different types / depths of

lava in Tranquillitatis,

but there is limited

correlation with the

LALT image’.
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Dave Tyler imaged Plato during

the early lunar afternoon on

2006 October 14 at 04:02 (top)

and during the late lunar

morning of 2011 May 12 at 20:21

(lower image). Note the effect of

libration on the apparent shape

of the crater.

Left: Dave Tyler’s image of

southern Rupes Recta, Birt and the

Rima Birt (running from Birt E to

F) was taken on the lunar morning

of 2011 May 12 at 20:11.



Transient lunar phenomena, June 2011                                Tony Cook

Observations for Apr 2011 were received from the following observers:  Jay Albert (Lakeworth, FL, USA) observed:

Aristarchus, Burg, Earthshine, Jansen, Klein, Langrenus, Proclus, and Theophilus. Palle Bohnholdt (Denmark) took whole

Moon images. Maurice Collins (New Zealand) observed:.Mare Smythii, Montes Alpes, Palus Putredinus, Petavius, Plato, and

took whole Moon images. Myself (Newtown, UK): captured colour webcam images of various parts of the Moon. Marie Cook

(Mundesley, UK) observed: Aristarchus, Copernicus, Fracastorius, Moltke, Piccolomini, Theophilus, Torricelli, and Torricelli

Bev Ewen-Smith (COAA, Portugal) observed Aristarchus. Martin Federspiel (Freiburg, Germany) observed Aristarchus. Rolf

Hemple (Germany) observed Aristarchus and took a whole Moon image. Colin Henshaw (Tabuk, Saudi Arabia) captured whole

disk images of the Moon and Earthshine. Piotr Malinski (Poland) observed Aristarchus. Norman Izett (New Zealand) took a

whole Moon image. Frank Melillo (Holtsville, NY, USA) observed Aristarchus. Leonard Mercer (Malta) observed Aristarchus.

Bob O’Connell (Keystone Heights, FL, USA) observed: Aristarchus. Brendan Shaw (UK) observed: Alpetragius, Alphonsus,

Atlas, Birt, Bullialdus, Censorinus, Copernicus, Eimmart, Hercules, Manilius, Mare Crisium, Maskelyne, Mons_Piton, Picard,

Plato, Proclus, Rimma Hyginus, Ross D, Theophilus, and Tycho. Marcin Siudzinski (Poland) took whole Moon images.

News: It was good, at last, to meet some of you at the BAA Lunar Section meeting at Winchester, UK in April, even though it

was just a flying visit on my part. As you can see from this month we have a wealth of observations of Aristarchus.

Figure 1. A computer generated illustration by Giorgio Sancristoforo showing the appearance of Aristarchus in Earthshine

on 2011 Apr 07 at approximately UT20:00. North is at the top in this image.

TLP Reports: Two candidate TLPs were reported in April. If anybody else was observing at these times, then I would really

appreciate that you get in contact to provide additional evidence for or against these being TLP so that we can correct the

provisionally assigned weights below.

Aristarchus in Earthshine: On 2011 Apr 07 UT 19:45-20:10 Aristarchus was seen to be “very bright” in Earthshine. Giorgio

Sancristoforo (Milan, Italy, 203mm SCT, atmospheric seeing good) noticed Aristarchus to be exceptionally bright (Sketch

supplied – see figure 1) at around 20:00 and was the first to report this. Although he did not record the start and end times, he

commented that the effect lasted 20-30 minutes and then was significantly reduced in brightness. Although direct comparison

in terms of brightness could not be made with a star, he thought Aristarchus to be brighter than +0.7 in magnitude. Furthermore

Aristarchus was visible when daylight was still present, when looking through the telescope, although it could not be seen with
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the naked eye due to too much extraneous light. Aristarchus was probably white in colour, but the observer was partly colour

blind and so was uncertain. Not much detail was seen elsewhere in Earthshine, even when the sky darkened, and he was not

able to see Kepler or Copernicus, just the limb. No details were seen in Aristarchus itself, for example no ray to the SW was

visible. It later transpired that Lajos Bartha (Budapest, Hungary, 70mm refractor, x83, seeing conditions good) had observed

Earthshine even earlier from UT19:45-20:10 and noticed a bright area close to the edge of the Moon that he later confirmed

was Aristarchus. When he started observing the sky twilight was still a deep blue, but the dark side of the Moon was seen both

with the naked eye and through the telescope. Earthshine was medium in brightness and grey in colour. Copernicus and Kepler

were weak in brightness but certainly visible. There was some scattered light from the sunlit side of the Moon noticed, but not

enough to obscure Copernicus and Kepler from visibility. As a test he moved the telescope around and the bright spot moved

with the Moon and so was not a glare problem. The following day he checked Earthshine again but found that the bright spot

was not so conspicuous.

Now as mentioned in my talk to the BAA Lunar Section meeting in Winchester, observing in Earthshine is has several

dangers that may have tricked observers in the past. For a start we are operating at the limits of sensitivity of our eyes – with

most features barely visible in the image noise. Secondly there is a severe glare problem from the daylight side of the Moon

which imposes a brightness (contrast) gradient across the field of view. Thirdly it is a well established fact that reflected light

from the Earth can vary over intervals as short as tens of minutes due to variable cloud cover on Earth, especially clouds

coming around the limb, and this can change image contrast noticeably during an observing period. Local atmospheric

transparency can affect visibility. Lastly the colour of the Earth may change and for slightly blue features, such as Aristarchus,

this can make them appear brighter still, especially to people with eyesight sensitive to blue light. So although this TLP has

been confirmed independently by two observers (one of whom has been an experienced observer for several decades) and so

should get a weight of 4, I am going to be cautious lower its weight to a 3 until I have found out if anybody else was observing

that night. 

Figure 2. An annotated 1977 Mar 24 drawing by Arthur Kemp. The position of the brilliant peak seen on 2011 Apr 08 is

depicted by the arrow. North is at the bottom in this image.

South Pole: On 2011 Apr 08 UT 19:30-20:00 Arthur Kemp (Mold, Flintshire, UK) observed that the Leibnitz peaks at the

southern pole stood out sharply. However the 2nd peak from the right, as illustrated in figure 2 was “shining like a spot light.

So bright that I couldn’t make out its shape”. – image clear and steady with excellent transparency and seeing in the 70mm

f/13 refractor (25mm and 10mm eyepieces). Inspections during the above time period revealed no changes in brightness.

Previous observations of this area had never shown such an unusual brightness, and Arthur likened the brightness to “a

maximum brightness of Venus shining amongst 2nd magnitude stars” - I guess he means relative brightness to the other peaks?.

I would have assigned a weight of 3 as Arthur is an experienced observer, however the fact that the feature remained largely

unchanged in brightness (uncharacteristic of TLP) suggests to me it is probably a sunlit peak – we shall have to await a similar

libration and colongitude to prove this.

Routine Reports: These have been dominated by two repeat illumination Greenacre and Barr occurrences during April. An

email was issued through the BAA (http://britastro.org/blog/?p=727 ) and ALPO, and as a consequence we obtained an

extremely good set of observations by many international observers. For reason of space what will be presented here is just a

preliminary illustration of the kinds of observations obtained. We have tested for chromatic aberration and atmospheric spectral

dispersion effects on previous sessions. This time, with the high quality of colour imagery we shall try to see if natural surface

colour could offer an explanation.

On 1963 Nov 28 at UT 00:30-01:45 Greenacre, Barr, Hall and Dungan (Flagstaff, AZ, USA, 24"

refractor and 69" reflector), Tombagh (New Mexico, USA, 16" reflector x524) and Olivarez (New

Jersey, USA, 17" reflector) observed a reddish-orange and sparkle on the rim and central peak,

west (IAU?) side and blue on the floor of Aristarchus later. However Cyrus did not see anything

from 02:25-02:30UT. The Cameron 1978 catalog ID=785 and weight=5. The ALPO/BAA weight=4.
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Figure 3. How the crater Aristarchus would have appeared to observers during the 1963 Nov 28 TLP. Everything appears

normal in 2011. North is towards the top. (Left) Bob O’Connell’s colour image from 2011 Apr 15 UT 04:10. (Right) Frank

Melillo’s monochrome image from 2011 Apr 15 UT 04:30.

Bob O’Connell (Keystone Heights, FL, USA) observed from 04:00-04:50 UT. Frank Melillo (Holtsville, NY, USA) observed

at 04:18 and 04:30 UT. Jay Albert (Lakeworth, FL, USA) was unfortunately clouded out. The key point of this re-observation

was that not only was the illumination similar, but the topocentric libration was too, to within ± 1° of the 1963 event. In Bob’s

image there is no obvious colour showing up in Aristarchus, where Greenacre saw colour. So natural surface colour cannot be

an obvious explanation as to what was seen in 1963.

Aristarchus 1963 Oct 30 UTC 01:50-

02:15 Observed by Greenacre and Barr

(Flagstaff, AZ, USA) described in the

NASA catalog as: "Ruby-red spots,

brilliant, sparkle, movement. Pink on

rim later violet 3h later. (this &

their Nov. obs, started the modern

interest & observing the Moon.

Jamieson didn't see anything until

0115, Greenacre & Barr event 01:58-

02:05, (indep. confirm.) Greenacre did

not see it in 12-inR finder. Cobra

Head spot 2x8km, Aris, 19x2km, Scarfe

rep. 30% enhancement at 5400A in

spect. at Aris., Cop." The NASA

catalog gives 01:15-02:20 for second

period of activity but it is unclear

if this refers to Scarfe, Jamieson or

Greenacre & Barr. Also a UTC of 22:00?

is given in the catalog and I am not

sure to what this refers, possibly the

Scarfe observation as he was in

Cambridge, UK (36" reflector?).

Greenacre & Barr were using a 24"

refactor and Jamieson, Budine, Farrell

(Binghampton, NY, USA) were using a 4"

refractor. The NASA catalog ID  No. is

#778. The NASA catalog weight is 5.

Figure 4. Aristarchus at the same illumination

(within ± 0.5°) was present back in 1963 Oct 30.

UT19:30-19:38 Leonard Mercer (Malta).

UT20:34 Martin Federspiel (Germany).

UT20:47 Martin Federspiel. UT20:47 Piotr

Mali?ski (Poland). UT21:09 Piotr Malinski

(Poland). UT21:13-21:17 Bev Ewen-Smith

(COAA, Portugal).
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Many observers in Europe attempted to make this repeat illumination observation. Left (Figure 4) is just a small selection of

those received. Piotr Malinski (Poland) apart from imaging at several times during the evening, even attempted some multi-

wave band imaging. In terms of natural colour this again clearly cannot explain the two red spots seen near the Cobra’s head

back in 1963. The images do pick out an interesting dichotomy in the ejecta blanket around Aristarchus. To the south it has an

orange cast and in the north a purplish tinge. You can also see evidence in the bottom right image for a sinuous rille (or at least

a graben) on the inner western floor of Herodotus – this is often covered by shadow, or illumination not shallow enough to

reveal at other times. A full report will be written up of these observations and sent into the BAA/ALPO journals comparing

colour sensitivity of the different cameras and instruments being used.

Suggested Features to observe in June: For those of you without access to the internet (in the UK), below is a list of repeat

conditions for when a feature will exhibit the same illumination and libration as was seen for a historical TLP observation from

the past. By re-observing and submitting your observations, we will get a clear understanding of what the feature ought to have

looked like at the time. Only this way can we really fully analyze past TLP reports. This month is primarily occupied by

Earthshine observing for impact flashes and a total lunar eclipse:

2011-Jun-04 UT 21:12-21:47 Ill=9% Aristarchus observed by Malakhov on 1939-4-22: How bright is Aristarchus in

Earthshine?

2011-Jun-06 UT 21:14-22:05 Ill=26% Please check Earthshine for Arietids (radio) meteor shower impact flashes

2011-Jun-07 UT 21:16-21:58 Ill=37% Please check Earthshine for Arietids (radio) meteor shower impact flashes

2011-Jun-08 UT 21:17-21:42 Ill=48% Please check Earthshine for Zeta Perseids (radio) & Ophiucid meteor shower impact

flashes

2011-Jun-14/15 UT 23:21-02:11 Ill=99% Aristarchus observed by Livesey on 1996-10-25: Any colour visible along the SW

ray or E/SE rim?

2011-Jun-15 Total Lunar Eclipse Please look out for impact flashes in the umbral shadow. Note, from the UK, the Moon rises

at 20:32 (in Brimingham), so resident British observers should ignore the following first four UTs and concentrate on the

umbral shadow at Moon rise (assuming you can find the Moon!) until the umbra exits the Moon about 90 minutes later.  

17:23 Penumbral first contact

18:23 Umbral entrance

19:22 Totality starts

20:13 Mid eclipse

21:03 Totality ends

22:03 Umbral exit

23:02 Penumbral last contact

2011-Jun-24 UT 02:00-02:57 Ill=44% Please check Earthshine for sporadic meteor impact flashes

2011-Jun-25 UT 02:19-02:57 Ill=35% Please check Earthshine for sporadic meteor impact flashes

2011-Jun-26 UT 01:42-02:57 Ill=26% Please check Earthshine for Beta Taurids (radio) & June Bootids meteor shower

impact flashes

2011-Jun-27 UT 01:46-02:58 Ill=18% Please check Earthshine for Beta Taurids (radio) & June Bootids meteor shower

impact flashes

2011-Jun-27 UT 01:59-02:59 Ill=11% Please check Earthshine for Beta Taurids (radio) & June Bootids meteor shower

impact flashes

For repeat illumination (only) TLP predictions for the coming month, these can be found on the following web site:

http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/tlp/tlp.htm .For members who do not have access to the internet, please drop me a line and I will

post predictions to you. If you would like to join the TLP telephone alert team, please let me know your phone No. and how

late you wish to be contacted. If in the unlikely event you see a TLP, please give me a call on my cell phone: +44  (0)798 505

5681 and I will alert other observers. Note when telephoning from outside the UK you must not use the (0). When phoning

from within the UK please do not use the +44! Twitter TLP alerts can be accessed on http://twitter.com/lunarnaut.

Dr Anthony Cook, Institute of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, University of Wales Aberystwyth, Penglais,

Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3BZ, WALES, UNITED KINGDOM. Email: atc @ aber.ac.uk.
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Occultation news June 2011                                          Tim Haymes

Observer News. Andrew Bate reports 26 events for Feb-March, all dissappearances at the dark limb. Many

were recorded as the Moon passed through Gemini on April 10-11. The spread sheet will be forwarded to

IOTA-ES. Tim Haymes reports five video events at the dark limb on May 9th between 2104 and 2138 UT.

These await analysis with TANGRA software.

Equipment: IOTA-VTI. This is a GPS based Video Time Inserter designed over the past year by two

Australian engineers and occultation observers, Tony Barry and Dave Gault of Western Sydney Amateur

Astronomy Group (WSAAG). Pre-production units have been tested and production has commenced with

VideoTimers. The unit is expected to retail at US $249. IOTA-VTI will be officially presented to the

astronomical community at the Fifth Trans-Tasman Symposium on Occultations in May 2011.

http://occsec.wellington.net.nz/TTSO5.htm. More info here: http://users.tpg.com.au/users/daveg/IOTA-

VTI/IOTA-VTI_ImminentLaunchV2.pdf

This time inserter has improved error detection and status messages compared to current commercial VTI

units.

Graze Occultations. The Northern limit for 57 Leonis on June 8th from 2155UT to 2201UT (ZC 1590) is

published in the April LSC, and  passes over the IofM, enters the North coast of Wales, passes SW

Birmingham, SW London and ends in E Sussex. Details available on request from

occultation@baalunarsection.org.uk

Predictions for Birmingham, June 2011

Longitude  001° 44’ 44.0” W,  Latitude 52° 27’ 41.4”N,  Alt. 50m; Telescope dia. 15cm. 

Non-instantaneous events are previous observations of a star not known to be a double,and need observation.

Refer to the LSC Mar 2011 for an explanation of the columns. Times are UT at Birmingham add 1 hr for BST.

The event may occur later or earlier by several minutes depending on your location and other circumstances.

Predictions are generated with Occult V 4.0.9.1 by David Herald. 

Total Lunar Eclipse June 15th, 2020 UT

Those with a good horizon might see the globular cluster NGC 6401 re-appear during umbral phase at

2123UT. The Alt and Az is about +7 / 142.  The cluster is magnitude 7.4 and 4.8 arcminutes diameter. There

are a few occultations during the event. Approximate time (UT) given.

2135: SAO 185583 (Mag 9.4) reappears on the umbral eclipsed limb, 

2145: SAO 185611 (Mag 7.9) dissappears at the penumbral limb

2152: SAO 185598 (Mag 9.7) reappears in umbral shaddow.

Consult your planetarium for local circumstances — good observing.

Occultation co-ordinator, Tim Haymes, Hill Rise, Knowl Hill Common, Knowl Hill, Reading RG10 9YD

Email: occultation@baalunarsection.org.uk
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Cloudwatch, April 2011                                         Andrew Byntar

Observer and location Excellent Cloudy Overcast Hazy No watch

days days days days days

P.Burt (Chatham) 9 (30%) 11 (37%) 1 (3%) 2 (7%) 7 (23%)

A.Bytnar (Mansfield) 13 (43%) 2 (7%) 12 (40%) 3 (10%) -----

M.Cook (Cromer) 2½ (8%) 18½ (62%) 6½ (22%) 2½ (8%) -----

K.Hall (Warrington) 10 (33%) 9½ (32%) 5½ (18%) 0 (0%) 5 (17%)

A.Heath (Nottingham) 11 (37%) 2 (7%) 13 (43%) 4 (13%) -----

J.Wrigley (Reading) 7 (23%) 11½ (38%) 8 (27%) 3½ (12%) -----

Email: ASByt@sky.com

Note: It is now not possible to run the BAA DOS program on lunar librations on my current

computer, and libration information and graphs haven’t been included. I am trying to find a way

of running this program (probably resorting to using one of my old PCs). I am keen to find an

alternative libration program, one which tabulates date and represents monthly data in graph

form; if you know of any suitable program, please email me at:

editor@baalunarsection.org.uk
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To receive B&W printed copies of the Lunar Section

Circular, please send a supply of stamped addressed

envelopes to the Lunar Section Director. Envelopes at

least 11 x 22 cm will ensure no damage in transit.

Members who have Internet access may receive their

Circulars (colour version) in PDF format by email

(please contact the Director) or by downloading them

directly from the BAA Lunar Section website at

http://www.baalunarsection.org.uk/circulars.htm.

BAA Lunar Section Director: Bill Leatherbarrow,

9 Stumperlowe Avenue, Sheffield, S10 3QN, UK.

Email: director@baalunarsection.org.uk

Observations and items related to a specific area of

lunar study should be sent to the appropriate member

of the BAA Lunar Section Committee, but send any

material of a more general nature to the Editor. 

Deadline for items for the July 2011

Lunar Section Circular:

10 June 2011.

Circulars Editor: Peter Grego, 7 Parc-An-Bre Drive,

St Dennis, St Austell, Cornwall, PL26 8AS, UK.

Email: editor@baalunarsection.org.uk

BAA Lunar Section Contacts

Director

Bill Leatherbarrow

director@baalunarsection.org.uk

Assistant Directors

Tony Cook (with responsibility for TLP work)

tlp@baalunarsection.org.uk

Peter Grego (Circulars Editor)

editor@baalunarsection.org.uk

Committee Members

Tim Haymes (Occultations)

occultation@baalunarsection.org.uk

Robert Garfinkle (Historical Consultant)

history@baalunarsection.org.uk

Bruce Kingsley (Imaging Consultant)

photography@baalunarsection.org.uk

Nigel Longshaw

Brendan Shaw (Archivist)

archives@baalunarsection.org.uk

Computing Consultant (position vacant)

compute@baalunarsection.org.uk

Lunar data for June 2011 (from a program by Gareth Williams)


